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Abstract
Cancer patients face many challenges that can have a significant impact on their quality of life (QOL). When patients experience multiple functional impairments due to disease or treatment, their QOL and the efficient use of healthcare resources can be compromised. This is particularly true for patients who are nearing the end of their lives, as the physical and emotional burden of cancer can have a profound effect on both the individual and their caregivers. One approach to improving QOL in these patients is through palliative rehabilitation. Despite being an underutilized and understudied resource, palliative rehabilitation has shown promise in helping patients with advanced cancer retain their dignity and sense of control. By maximizing functional independence and reducing symptom burdens, palliative rehabilitation can provide a vital source of support for patients and their caregivers during this challenging time. Inpatient rehabilitation is one way that palliative rehabilitation can be applied in a healthcare setting. While further research is needed to fully understand the benefits of this approach, it is clear that palliative rehabilitation has the potential to play a key role in helping patients and their caregivers navigate the challenges of cancer treatment and end-of-life care. This approach is specific to the USA context but can be applied in other settings where cancer patients require such care.
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Background
Cancer has a significant effect on mortality worldwide, causes the death of 1 in every 6 individuals. It is estimated that 18.1 million new cases of cancer were diagnosed in 2020. Ten percent of new cancer cases worldwide are in south central Asia, the majority of which were head and neck cancer or breast cancer. It results in an immense financial burden, both from the direct expenses of treatment and rehabilitation as well as the indirect expenses of nonmedical care, disability, and loss of income.

The care of cancer survivors is complex, often impacted by a combination of the disease itself, treatments, and comorbid medical conditions. Often, oncologists and surgeons do not have the training and expertise to manage functional impairments. These deficits can lead to worsening quality of life (QOL) and inefficient use of healthcare resources. Rehabilitation Medicine and Palliative Care physicians are uniquely equipped to address functional needs and symptom burdens for survivors by incorporating patient-centered care to improve QOL.

Introduction
Although palliative care physicians have historically been considered an end-of-life resource, they are now recognized to have a much larger role in the continuity of cancer care. Palliative specialists are often consulted early cancer trajectory to help manage patient-reported symptoms (including pain, nausea, appetite, sleep, and anxiety) and collaborate with family and friends to decrease the burden of care. By focusing on advanced care planning discussions and end-of-life care, they can provide psychological and spiritual support during bereavement, as well as education regarding hospice care. Incorporating palliative medicine early can maximize outcomes, maintain QOL, and help lower overall costs of care, especially in patient with higher comorbidities, by decreasing symptom burden and reducing intensive medical services that do not align with patient goals thus lowering hospitalizations and emergency resource utilization.

Rehabilitation Medicine similarly aims to improve QOL and reduce symptom burden; however, it prioritizes functional independence to accomplish these goals. As seen in table 1, cancer physiatrists can use several approaches in inpatient and outpatient settings to implement therapy strategies to improve mobility, activities of daily living, cognition, and swallow, regardless of life expectancy. Near end-of-life, inpatient services can focus on caregiver training which involves assisting with activities of daily living such as bed level...
care and mobility, safe transfers out of bed and into chairs or even a car transfer, strategies for bladder and bowel management, and adjusting the home environment to maximize safety and independence.

Symptoms can be managed with a refined neuromuscular diagnostic skillset to identify pain generators, and other techniques can help prevent complications of bed rest and deconditioning at end-of-life. With broad experience in amputation, brain injury, spinal cord injury, and stroke, these physicians can apply common physical and rehabilitation medicine principles to cancer survivors. Their specialized experience provides insights into integrating cancer prognosis, functional expectations, and caregiver burden into clinical goal setting.

Several models of care delivery have been proposed to improve access and integration of palliative and rehabilitation medicine. Impairments can be expected as a result of tumour burden and cancer treatment and can vary in terms of timing and scope of presentation. Examples range from mild sensory impairments to severe debility requiring prolonged hospitalization. With the application of realistic and adaptable patient-centered-goals, physiatrists are well positioned to navigate these complexities throughout the care continuum. The classification of rehabilitative care delivery is outlined by the Dietz model and includes four phases: preventative, restorative, supportive, and palliative. The preventative phase is utilizing rehabilitation to decrease severity of potential disability while restorative phase utilizes rehabilitation to return to premorbid functional status. Supportive phase entails normalizing a new functional baseline by supporting functional independence with disability. The palliative phase involves maintaining QOL by minimizing complications and maximizing functional independence. Rehabilitation has historically been considered for restorative and supportive phases; however, like Palliative Care medicine, rehabilitation specialists can play a much larger role in the continuity of cancer care. One opportunity to apply these principles is in the setting of inpatient rehabilitation facilities, which have been shown to increase functional independence and reducing anxiety and depression for cancer survivors. It can provide benefits at end-of-life settings, and in this brief review, resources will be outlined to explain how palliative rehabilitation can be used in inpatient settings.

**Review**

To date there are no recent controlled comparison studies of outcomes among hospice level patients who do or do not receive inpatient rehabilitation. A systematic review of randomized control trials evaluating the effects of rehabilitation among patients with advanced cancer in 2015 found 13 studies, only 1 of which evaluated rehabilitation in an inpatient hospice setting. This 2012 study by Jones et al showed a significant benefit for those who received rehabilitation by revealing they had fewer psychological, physical, and patient care needs, reduced health service utilization, and higher QOL. An observational study completed in 2020 by Hasegawa et al surveyed family members of deceased patients who received rehabilitation in an inpatient hospice unit. Family members believed patients at the hospice unit felt increased hope and pleasure, had improved relationships with medical staff, and were treated with more respect as an individual. Although no other studies specifically addressed hospice or end-of-life patients in inpatient rehabilitation, studies have shown inpatient rehabilitation overall is valuable for cancer survivors.

**Discussion**

The term “palliative” for many has become synonymous with end-of-life care, and like many who are diagnosed with cancer, there is unclear timing and denial of the...
eventuality associated with end-of-life. As an example, survivors often discuss the concept of fighting and/or beating cancer, even though many patients will succumb to the disease. Despite this, early integration of palliative rehabilitation can benefit patients with functional impairments who are early in their cancer trajectory. Early intervention allows for supportive care planning, symptom burden reduction, QOL improvements, and healthcare resource optimization. Rehabilitation is often underutilized with end-of-life care, as shown in a study which noted less than 10% of oncologists would recommend inpatient rehabilitation in advanced cancer patients with a prognosis of 6-12 months to live.11 Patients at end-of-life are largely concerned about not becoming a physical and emotional burden to their caregivers, thus QOL in cancer patients is highly dependent on functional independence.12 The cancer physiatrists at inpatient rehabilitation facilities can provide oncology patients with opportunities to improve function and safety in preparation for returning home. One such strategy that inpatient rehabilitation utilizes is frequent caregiver training, which aims to prepare family members for limitations in patient activities of daily living and mobility. The delivery of rehabilitation to these patients must be specifically suited to an individual’s needs and functional goals, as well as frequently reassessed due to the progressive nature of many cancer diagnoses.

Eligibility for hospice can vary by country. In the United States (US), cancer patients qualify for hospice services at home if they have a life expectancy of 6 months or less. Admission to a hospice facility typically has stricter requirements including severe and uncontrolled pain, intractable nausea and vomiting, and respiratory distress when individuals are actively dying and cannot be reasonably managed at home. Patients and caregivers who receive hospice services have been shown to have improved QOL and satisfaction of care.3 Not all patients who have a life expectancy of 6 months or less will be appropriate for an inpatient hospice unit, but at times may not be safe for immediate discharge to hospice at home due to their impaired functional level. These patients may stay and decline in the inpatient hospital setting until the end-of-life, leading to poor QOL prior to death with psychological impact to caregivers. If impaired function prevents discharge to home, inpatient rehabilitation can provide the family and caregiver medical and rehabilitation support needed to permit a safe discharge via training to maximize safety and independence with mobility and ADL needs. To be eligible for reimbursement, inpatient rehabilitation facilities in the US are mandated to make measurable functional improvements, within a given time frame, in patients who both require and can participate in active therapeutic intervention from physical therapy, occupational therapy and/or speech therapy for an average of 15 hours within a 7-day period. Unfortunately, common goals of palliative rehabilitation, like symptom management and caregiver training, and patients who cannot participate adequately in intensive rehabilitation programme are not considered appropriate by insurance to permit additional inpatient rehabilitation hospitalization days. About 1 in 6 patients with advanced cancer who complete inpatient rehabilitation programme may die within 2 months, but timelines are unpredictable because of variation in progression and uncertainty of death.14 Future studies should evaluate improvement of functional effects in context of QOL, reduction in complications of both treatment and immobility, and mitigation of caregiver burden.

Conclusion Palliative rehabilitation is a promising but underutilized resource for patients with advanced cancer. By maximizing functional independence and reducing symptom burdens, it can improve quality of life and support caregivers. Inpatient rehabilitation provides a safe and supportive environment for patients to receive care and for caregivers to receive training. This approach can be a powerful tool for improving quality of life in cancer patients, especially at the end of life. While more research is needed to fully understand the benefits, palliative rehabilitation has the potential to play a key role in cancer treatment and end-of-life care.
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